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SHAMATASHAMATA
 

�� A first round candidate of SHAA first round candidate of SHA--3 Competition (withdrawn)3 Competition (withdrawn) 
�� DesDesiigned by A.gned by A. AtalayAtalay, O. Kara,, O. Kara, F.F. KarakocKarakoc and C.and C. ManapManap 

�� A register based hash functionA register based hash function 
�� 20482048--bit internal statebit internal state 
�� Processing a 128Processing a 128--bit message block at each stepbit message block at each step 

M0 M1 Mlast 

Step 

128 

2048 
Step 

128 

Step 

128 

Finalization Hash value 
512 
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Step Function of SHAMATAStep Function of SHAMATA--512512
 

�� 20482048--bit internal state: 16 128bit internal state: 16 128--bit registersbit registers 
�� Step function:Step function: 

�� XoringXoring a message block with the red registersa message block with the red registers 
�� Clocking the shift register twiceClocking the shift register twice 

P(M)+ctr Q(M)+ctr 

B[0] B[1] B[2] B[3] 

K[11] K[10] K[9] K[8] K[7] K[6] K[5] K[4] K[3] K[2] K[1] K[0] 

ARF2 

Q’(M) P(M) Q(M) P’(M) 
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Another Description of Step FunctionAnother Description of Step Function
 

P(M)+ctr K[9] 

B[0] B[2] 

K[10] K[8] K[6] K[4] K[2] K[0] 

ARF2 

Even register part
 

Q(M)+ctr K[10] 

B[1] B[3] 

K[11] K[9] K[7] K[5] K[3] K[1] 

ARF2 

�� Divided into two shift registersDivided into two shift registers 
�� Even / Odd register partEven / Odd register part 
�� A message block isA message block is xoredxored andand 

clocked once.clocked once. 
�� These parts Interact at only twoThese parts Interact at only two

points.points. 

Our attack uses the properties:Our attack uses the properties: 
�� Only one register isOnly one register is xoredxored withwith 

a message block in the evena message block in the even
register part.register part. 
�� The even register part can beThe even register part can be

controlled well.controlled well. 
�� The same linear transf. of aThe same linear transf. of a 

message block ismessage block is xoredxored withwith 
B[2] and K[7].B[2] and K[7]. 

Q’(M) P(M) Q(M) P’(M)
Odd register part 4 



Outline of Our AttackOutline of Our Attack
 

generate 2448 control control generate 2448 

differences differences differences differences 
randomly (9 msg blks) (9 msg blks) randomly 

m0 mi-1 mi mi+8 mi+9 mi+17 mi+18 mlast
 

step step step step step step step step 

Forward control Backward control 

meet-in-the-middle 
of differences 

mi : message block difference between 
the target message and a 2nd preimage 
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Internal State Difference at the Meeting PointInternal State Difference at the Meeting Point
 

0 a 

0 0 0 0 00 

ARF2 

Differences of even registers
 

- -

- - a - -0 

ARF2 

�� Eight 128Eight 128--bit block differencesbit block differences 
are zero.are zero. 

�� Two block differences are theTwo block differences are the 
same as each other.same as each other. 

�� Degrees of freedom of theDegrees of freedom of the 
internal state difference is 896internal state difference is 896 
bits.bits. 
�� MIM attack can be appliedMIM attack can be applied 

because 896/2 < 512.because 896/2 < 512. 

Differences of odd registers 
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Difference Control: ForwardDifference Control: Forward
 

�� A message block is set to cancel the value of the registerA message block is set to cancel the value of the register 
B[2].B[2]. 

�� Repeating this 9 times in total, the internal stateRepeating this 9 times in total, the internal state 
difference becomes the form of the previous page.difference becomes the form of the previous page. 

- 0 

- - - - - -

ARF2 

P(m) 
K[9] 

ARF2 

Clocking 

Cancel K[9] 
0 -

- - - - - -
Even register part	 Even register part
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SummarySummary
 

�� ObservationsObservations 
�� The even registers can be controlled well.The even registers can be controlled well. 
�� The same message differencesThe same message differences P(mP(mii)) areare xorexoredd withwith B[2] andB[2] and 

K[7]K[7].. 

�� Forward control is simple.Forward control is simple. Backward control is moreBackward control is more 
complicated, but possiblecomplicated, but possible.. 

�� Complexity of the attackComplexity of the attack 
�� Cost to control the difference is negligibleCost to control the difference is negligible.. 
�� Cost for MIMCost for MIM (DOF of differences: 896 bits)(DOF of differences: 896 bits) 

�� timetime: 2: 24452.752.7 step function evaluationsstep function evaluations 
�� memory:memory: 224452.752.7 128128--bit blocksbit blocks 

�� More details:More details: 
http://wwhttp://www.sdl.hitachi.co.jp/w.sdl.hitachi.co.jp/crypto/eval/shamata_2ndPI.pdfcrypto/eval/shamata_2ndPI.pdf 
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